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ABSTRACT:  Despite the unparalleled accuracy of quantum-theoretical 
predictions across an enormous range of phenomena, the theory’s foundations are 
still in doubt.  The theory deviates radically from classical physics, predicts 
counterintuitive phenomena, and seems inconsistent.  The biggest stumbling block 
is measurement, where the Schrodinger equation's unitary evolution seems 
inconsistent with collapse.  These doubts have inspired a variety of proposed 
interpretations and alterations of the theory.  Most interpretations posit the theory 
represents only observed appearances rather than reality.  The realistic 
interpretations, on the other hand, posit entities such as other universes, hidden 
variables, artificial collapse mechanisms, or human minds, that are not found in the 
standard mathematical formulation.  Surprisingly, little attention has been paid to 
the possibility that the standard theory is both realistic and correct as it stands.  
This paper examines several controversial issues, namely quantization, field 
particle duality, quantum randomness, superposition, entanglement, nonlocality, 
and measurement, to argue that standard quantum physics, realistically interpreted, 
is consistent with all of them.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
 Quantum theory, proposed by Werner Heisenberg in 1925 and Erwin 
Schrodinger in 1926, was recognized from the start as an unexpectedly radical break 
from previous physics.  As Heisenberg recalled in 1958,  
 
I remember discussions with Bohr which went through many hours ‘till very late at 
night and ended almost in despair; and when at the end of the discussion I went alone 
for a walk in the neighboring park I repeated to myself again and again the question:  
Can nature possibly be as absurd as it seemed to us in these atomic experiments?1  
 
 Nearly a century later, quantum physics (QP) still seems odd, some would say 
“absurd,” leading to frequent professional disagreement about quantum foundations.  
Some regard this as “scandalous” for physics2, 3 and for the broader society.4   
 The controversial features have led to a plethora of proposed interpretations 
and alterations.  In 2011, a conference on “Quantum Physics and the Nature of 
Reality” polled its 33 expert attendees about these controversies.  One question was 
“What is your favorite interpretation of quantum mechanics?”   The multiple-choice 
answers, and the number of votes (with multiple voting permitted) received by each, 
were:  consistent histories (0), Copenhagen (14), de Broglie-Bohm (0), ensemble 
interpretation (0), information-theory-based interpretations (8), many worlds or 
many minds (6), modal interpretation (0), objective collapse (GRW or Penrose) (0), 
quantum Bayesianism (2), relational quantum mechanics (2), transactional 
interpretation (0), other (4), I have no preferred interpretation (4). 5 
 Although these opinions are mixed, the poll shows the continued dominance 
of Bohr, Heisenberg, and their Copenhagen colleagues.  The Copenhagen 
interpretation gathered 14 votes; Copenhagen-related informational and 
Bayesianism interpretations gathered another 10.  All three view quantum theory as 
a description of human knowledge rather than a description of reality.  Six chose 
many worlds, a non-standard interpretation that is realistic in the sense that the 
quantum state, along with a plethora of universes, is regarded as physically real.   
 Quantum Bayesianism amplifies this human orientation by assuming a 
"personalist" view of quantum probabilities.  Among its claims: 
 
The notorious 'collapse of the wave-function' is nothing but the updating of an agent's 
[observer's] state assignment on the basis of her experience.  ...Reality differs from one 
agent to another.  ...There is no nonlocality in quantum theory.  ...A QBist takes 
quantum mechanics to be a personal mode of thought.  ...An outcome does not become 
an outcome until it is experienced by the agent.  That experience is the outcome.6, 7 
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 In a similar subjective vein, John von Neumann speculated that human minds 
collapse quantum states, as did Eugene Wigner (although he abandoned this view 
ten years later).8  John Wheeler believed human observations today "participate" in 
past events.9  A highly advertised quantum physics textbook for liberal arts physics 
courses bears the sub-title Physics Encounters Consciousness.10  David Mermin 
states, "Properties of this kind have no independent reality outside the context of a 
specific experiment arranged to observe them:  the moon is not there when nobody 
looks” (emphasis in the original). 11  Astrophysicist Richard Conn Henry of Johns 
Hopkins University claims that QP implies “The only reality is mind and 
observations, but observations are not of things.  ...The universe is entirely mental.”  
Henry’s article "The mental Universe," published in the prestigious journal Nature, 
contained no evidence for its extraordinary conclusion.12   
 Unsurprisingly, the result is a profusion of quantum-related pseudoscience.13 
 Two centuries ago, the subjective-idealist philosopher George Berkeley 
declared that "to be is to be perceived."  His philosophy denies the existence of 
matter, claiming that ordinary objects are only ideas in human minds and cannot 
exist without being perceived.  Thus, the cup that I hold in my mind ceases to exist 
when I put it on a table and look away.  Philosopher Mario Bunge regards this notion 
as the "philosophical kernal" of the views of Niels Bohr, Max Born, Werner 
Heisenberg, and Wolfgang Pauli.14   
 The goal of the natural sciences since Copernicus has been to understand 
nature's operating principles, principles which are assumed to be independent of 
humans.  Science assumes nature exists on its own.  It would be surprising if recent 
knowledge of the microscopic world led us to think otherwise.  Quantum physics is 
the study of photons, electrons, etc., not the study of our observations of photons, 
electron, etc.  But this realistic view of QP is apparently so rare today that it's not 
listed as an option when polling the experts.   
 Non-realistic and non-standard interpretations of QP emerged for a reason:  
The microworld is not at all what we thought it would be.  Neither the macroscopic 
world around us nor previous knowledge of classical physics prepared scientists for 
the radically different nature of the microscopic world.  The observed phenomena 
and the consequent theory were so unlike our ordinary perceptions that we invented 
other realities (many worlds, hidden variables, special collapse mechanisms, mental 
interventions) or we presumed reality, if indeed it existed at all, to be beyond our 
comprehension.    
 The two key guides of the quantum revolution were Niels Bohr and Albert 
Einstein.  Bohr still represents the dominant view, aptly dubbed the "Copenhagen 
interpretation" even though it has never been spelled out in detail.  Einstein was a 
skeptical outsider, of whom there are many today.  It's striking that neither regarded 
quantum theory to be both correct and realistic.  For Einstein, QP needed 
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“completion” in order to overcome such shortcomings as nonlocality and 
indeterminism.  Bohr was far more radical:  He regarded the theory as a correct 
predictor of macroscopic events, but denied that it described reality.  He thus broke 
not with quantum physics but with the 500-year hard-won consensus that science 
studies the real world, which exists on its own.   
Given these views of its two most influential guides, it’s no surprise that 
quantum history is a tale of skepticism and dissent;15 nor is today's overabundence 
of interpretations, most of them nonrealistic and some of them realistic but non-
standard, surprising. 
 This paper's thesis is that there is an alternative to all this.  The controversial 
issues--quantization, field-particle duality, indeterminism, superposition, 
entanglement, nonlocality, and measurement--can be viewed realistically in a 
manner that accords with standard quantum theory, is internally consistent, and 
agrees with the experimental evidence.  Thus, our most fundamental scientific theory 
can be viewed from the same perspective as other post-Copernican science.  This 
paper examines only whether a realistic explanation is possible, not whether it’s 
necessary; it does not evaluate general arguments for16, 17, 18, 19 or against20, 21 (Ref. 
6) realism. 
 Section II discusses QP’s central new concept:  the quantum.   Section III asks 
whether a quantum should be understood as a field, a particle, or both.  Sections IV 
through VII discuss, respectively, quantum indeterminism, superposition, 
nonlocality, and measurement.  Section VIII presents the conclusion.   
 
II.  QUANTIZATION 
 
 Quantum physics originated from one new idea.  On 14 December 1900, Max 
Planck presented his paper to the Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft meeting in 
Berlin. 22 , 23  Nineteenth-century physicists sought an explanation of the 
electromagnetic (EM) energy radiated at each spectral frequency by a black body.  
One explanation, based on 19th-century thermodynamics and electromagnetism, 
predicted that the radiated energy increased enormously for shorter wavelengths.  
This is correct up to a point, but the predicted shortwave energy was so large that 
thermal radiation should blind us every time we look at a fire!24  Like other physicists 
then and now, Planck assumed a glowing object’s radiation comes from vibrations 
of atoms comprising the object.  Desperate to solve the ensuing mathematics, he 
tried the trick of assuming the quantity of energy emitted by an atom to be restricted 
to a discrete set of possible values separated by equal increments, rather than being 
allowed to vary continuously.  Planck planned to then shrink the “artificial” finite 
increments to zero to find the solution for the real physical case, which was presumed 
to be continuous.   
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Part of Planck’s plan worked:  He got a physically reasonable solution.  But 
when he allowed the separations to shrink, the solution again exploded to 
ridiculously large energies at short wavelengths.  To derive the correct experimental 
results, he forced himself to a nonphysical act of despair.  He stuck with finite 
increments, hypothesizing them to have the frequency-dependent size  
 
 E = hf,          (1) 
 
where f is the radiation’s frequency.  The proportionality constant h, now called 
Planck’s constant, was chosen to fit the data.   
 Planck's act of despair was, perhaps, an omen of future difficulties.  His 
hypothesis was peculiar.  It implies heated objects emit EM energy in instantaneous 
bursts, rather than continuously in time.  Here's why:  If hf joules is the minimal 
emission, and if this emission were to occupy a time interval t >0, then only some 
fraction of this hf joules would be emitted during any shorter interval, contradicting 
Planck’s hypothesis.   
Thus finite energy exchanges must occur in zero time.  A radiating atom is 
quiet for a while then instantaneously emits a finite lump of energy.  Why would it 
do that?  Nobody knew.  Nobody knows today.  By introducing discontinuities as 
real physical phenomena rather than as useful approximations to presumably 
continuous behavior, the quantum changed everything.   
 For the next 5 years, little attention was paid to this “minor” detail.  Planck 
himself was skeptical of his patched-together mathematics.  But in 1905 Einstein, 
revealing his instinct for the truly fundamental, extended Planck’s idea to its natural 
conclusion:  If EM energy is emitted in lumps, then it presumably travels through 
space in lumps.  Einstein saw that such lumps could explain another experimental 
conundrum, this one involving the emission of electrons from the surface of a metal 
plate when the plate is illuminated by high-frequency radiation.  Faraday and 
Maxwell's EM theory was unable to explain the quantitative details of this “photo-
electric effect” because the spatially smooth energy density of a classical EM wave 
spreads out over many atoms, rendering it insufficient to dislodge any particular 
electron from its particular atom.  Einstein recognized that one energy lump could 
dislodge one electron if it delivered all its energy to a single atom.   
 Einstein’s work suggests that these EM energy bundles are not point particles 
but are instead spatially extended, because they are made of EM fields which, at least 
in classical physics, are spatially extended.  For further support of this suggestion, 
see Section III and Ref. 13.  The bundles are now called “photons” or, more 
generally, "quanta." 
 We’ve seen that photons are created instantaneously.  According to the 
relativistic form of QP, they are also destroyed instantaneously.  This poses a 
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problem if photons are spatially extended.  In view of special relativity’s ban on 
instantaneous communication, how can a spatially-extended photon vanish 
instantaneously?  How does the field at one point “know” when the field vanishes at 
some distant other point?   
 Einstein posed a similar conundrum in a brief remark at the Fifth Solvay 
Conference in Brussels in 1927.  He asked the assembled scientists to consider one 
electron passing through a small hole in a partition.  Upon emerging, Schrodinger’s 
equation predicts the electron’s “wave function” psi, which Einstein of course 
assumed to be a real physical field, diffracts into a broad pattern.  If a spherical 
viewing screen is located downstream from the partition, so all its parts are 
equidistant from the hole, psi arrives at all parts of the screen simultaneously.  Yet 
the electron deposits all its energy in just one atom-sized place.  According to 
Einstein’s version, written after the conference,  
 
The scattered wave moving towards [the viewing screen] does not present any preferred 
direction.  If psi-squared were simply considered as the probability that a definite particle 
is situated at a certain place at a definite instant, it might happen that one and the same 
elementary process would act at two or more places of the screen.  But the [Born] 
interpretation, according to which psi-squared expresses the probability that this particle is 
situated at a certain place, presupposes a very particular mechanism of action at a 
distance.25   
 
 Put differently, if the screen registers a photon at one point, standard QP must 
postulate that the same photon instantaneously vanishes at all other points.  
Instantaneous correlations must exist between the detection point and all other points 
on the screen.  Einstein’s argument penetrates to a radically new principle:  The 
spatial extension of Planck’s unified quanta implies they behave nonlocally, in fact 
they instantaneously and nonlocally collapse upon measurement (Section VII), even 
though measurement was not yet understood to be problematic.   
 John Wheeler famously claimed the most pressing physics question to be 
“Why the quantum?”26  My suggestion would be that the universe is made of quanta 
in order that space can be filled by only a countable, or perhaps even finite, number 
of things.  Quanta fill space yet they are countable, and a countable set is far smaller 
and simpler than the real numbers, so by Occam's razor nature should prefer 
countable quanta over an uncountable spatial continuum.   
 Since particles are also countable, it’s sometimes thought that quanta must be 
particles.  This is faulty reasoning.  Countability is a necessary but not a sufficient 
condition for particles.  Although its discreteness gives it a particle-like quality, a 
quantum is quite a different thing from a particle.   
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III.  FIELD-PARTICLE DUALITY  
 
 The double-slit experiment is still the best vehicle for discussing field-particle 
duality.27  One shines mono-energetic photons or electrons at a pair of parallel 
narrow slits cut in an opaque partition, with a downstream viewing screen to detect 
the beam after passing through the slits.  If the beam is sufficiently dilute one 
observes tiny particle-like impacts that can be counted.  Microscopic objects are 
apparently coming through one at a time.  The first few tens appear to impact 
randomly all over the screen.  But after a few hundred, alternating light and dark 
interference bands emerge, the way a pointillist painting emerges from small dots of 
paint.  If we close one slit, the pattern switches to a non-interfering smooth 
diffraction pattern, still formed by small impacts, centered in line with the open slit.   
 What does this tell us about the nature of photons and electrons?  A first 
impression, judging from the impact points, is that small particles come through the 
slits and move in different directions toward the screen.  But if they really are small 
particles, each one must go through only one slit, and the double-slit pattern should 
be simply the sum of the two single-slit patterns.  In order to explain the two-slit 
interference pattern, we must assume that each photon or electron "knows" whether 
two slits, or only one slit, is open.  It's hard to see how this is possible within a 
realistic particles view of photons and electrons.  As Richard Feynman, a convinced 
"particles" advocate, put it:  "Nobody knows how it can be like that.  ...I think I can 
safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.” 28 
 But if one assumes each quantum is a spatially extended lump of field energy 
that comes through both slits and then spreads over the entire interference pattern, 
it's easy to realistically understand the experiment.  The portion of each quantum 
coming through one slit simply interferes with the portion coming through the other 
slit.  As Dirac famously put it,  
 
The new theory, which connects the wave function with probabilities for one photon, 
gets over the difficulty by making each photon go partly into each of the two 
components.  Each photon then interferes only with itself.”29   
 
 Space-filling quanta explain the interference, but pose another problem:  Each 
impact is small.  How does a “big” quantum that comes through both slits and 
spreads over the screen suddenly shrink (“localize”) to interact with only a few 
atoms?  The answer is that the quantum “entangles” (Section VI) with all the atoms 
of the screen and randomly (via nonlocal correlations) interacts at one location and 
simultaneously vanishes at all other locations.  It’s experimentally verified that 
entangled superpositions have precisely the nonlocal properties needed to 
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accomplish this across arbitrary distances.  Section VII explains the collapse 
realistically.   
 The extended field view of quanta entails a refinement of the Born rule.  It’s 
usually said that psi-mod-squared is the probability density for finding a quantum at 
a given location.  This phrasing creates the misimpression that the quantum was 
previously “at” only that location, whereas it was actually extended over the entire 
screen.  The standard phrasing should be replaced with:  psi-mod-squared is the 
probability density for the point of interaction between the quantum and the screen.    
 This can be visualized in the same manner that we visualize a classical EM 
field.  A non-relativistic electron, for example, is a highly unified “cloud” of 
electron-positron field energy whose density represents the probability amplitude for 
the electron's interaction point.  Realistically, this cloud is the electron; it’s a mistake 
to think the electron is a tiny point-like object within this cloud.  The probability 
clouds shown in many textbooks for the energy states of the hydrogen atom are 
portraits of the electron itself in these states.30  As Louis de Broglie put it in 1924:   
 
The energy of an electron is spread over all space with a strong concentration in a very 
small region.  That which makes an electron an atom of energy is not its small volume 
that it occupies in space, I repeat it occupies all space, but the fact that it is undividable, 
that it constitutes a unit.31   
 
 Visualize a single quantum as a highly unified bundle of field energy having 
unlimited spatial extent but that contains only a fixed, small, energy.  When a 
quantum’s location is “measured,” it entangles and collapses, i.e. it instantly 
becomes highly localized (Section VII).  But it never becomes a particle--it always 
has unlimited spatial extent.   
 Relativistic quantum physics confirms this conclusion many times over.  Here 
are brief summaries of several arguments (Ref. 13): 
 • Rigorous theorems demonstrate that particles (under any reasonable 
definition of that word) are inconsistent with the combined requirements of special 
relativity and QP.   
 • Quantum field theories (QFTs), i.e. theories of extended fields that obey the 
principles of quantum physics, are the only known version of relativistic quantum 
theory.  Non-relativistic quantum theory can be expressed as a QFT.  The Standard 
Model of high-energy physics comprises two QFTs:  The electroweak theory, and 
quantum chromodynamics.   
 • QFTs require the existence of a quantum vacuum that has energy and non-
vanishing expectation values but no quanta.  This state is experimentally verified by 
the Lamb shift, the Casimir effect, and the electron's anomalous magnetic moment.  
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The vacuum state contradicts particle interpretations because, if the fundamental 
reality is particles, then what is it that has this energy in the state that has no particles?    
 • According to the "Unruh effect," if Alice accelerates through empty space, 
she observes a thermal bath of photons that an inertial observer, Bob, does not 
observe.  This is predicted by QFT and has possibly been observed.  But if particles 
form the basic reality, how can they be present for the accelerating Alice but absent 
for the non-accelerating Bob who observes the same space-time region.?  In terms 
of fields, things fall into place:  Both experience the same field, but Alice’s 
acceleration promotes Bob’s vacuum fluctuations to thermal fluctuations.   
 In sum, the many conundrums summarized under “wave-particle duality” are 
resolved by a field view of quanta.  Particle-like features emerge from quanta's 
countable nature, and from their localization when detected.  Evidently, any realistic 
view of quantum physics must presume quanta are space-filling fields.   
 
IV.  QUANTUM INDETERMINISM  
 
 A 50-50 beam splitter is a widely-used device that transforms an incoming 
light beam into orthogonal transmitted and reflected beams, each with half of the 
light.  But what if the incoming beam contains just one photon?  Nature solves this 
problem by “superposing” the photon along both outgoing paths (Section V).  This 
is counterintuitive if photons are particles, but natural for fields because fields 
spread.  The photon then preserves the unity of the quantum by collapsing randomly 
onto just one path when it interacts with detectors or other objects (Section VII).   
 Quantum randomness is perfect, quite unlike the classical randomness of, for 
example, games of chance.  Games of chance, and certain mathematical formulas 
and computer programs, can generate long lists of seemingly random numbers, but 
when subjected to thorough statistical tests such lists always deviate from perfection.  
For example, too many strings of six “heads” in a row might be consistently found 
when flipping a coin.  The classical examples aren’t really random because they are 
predictable in principle once one has sufficient information and calculating power.  
But quantum randomness is perfect because the universe contains no information 
that could, even in principle, reduce it.   
 The single-photon beam-splitter suggests randomness and superposition are 
nature’s way of preserving symmetry (between the two “beams”) in a quantized 
world.  It seems that many oddities flow from Planck's quantization assumption.   
 For nonrelativistic quanta, Heisenberg’s indeterminacy principle states that 
the product of the standard deviations in any position component and in the 
corresponding velocity component must be greater than h/4πm.  This can be 
realistically visualized, in terms of our picture of a quantum as a cloud of field 
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energy:  The cloud simply extends over a range of positions and velocities, so a 
quantum does not have a precise position or velocity.   
 
V.  SUPERPOSITION  
 
 Arguably the most fundamental quantum postulate is that every system has a 
complex Hilbert space, a linear vector space whose unit vectors represent possible 
states of the system.  This immediately implies the superposition principle:  If |A1> 
and |A2> are possible states of a quantum A, so is any linear superposition a|A1> + 
b|A2> where a and b are complex numbers satisfying |a|2 + |b|2 = 1.   
 This violates any notion that quanta are real particles:  If |A1> represents an 
electron coming through slit 1 of a double slit and |A2> represents an electron 
coming through slit 2, then (|A1> + |A2>)/√2, representing an electron coming 
through both slits, is a possible state of the system.  This is absurd if quanta are 
particles, but expected if quanta are fields.   
 Do such superpositions really exist?  A Mach-Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 1) 
furnishes a convincing example.  This experiment has also been performed using 
material quanta such as atoms.32  It's similar to the double-slit experiment.   
 
Figure 1.  A Mach-Zehnder interferometer.  All figures are reproduced from Art 
Hobson, Tales of the Quantum (Oxford University Press, 2017).   
 
 Suppose a light beam enters at the lower left and passes through a 50-50 beam 
splitter (Section IV), shown as BS1.  Mirrors M reflect the two paths so they 
intersect.  Variable phase shifters f1 and f2 can lengthen each path by up to one 
wavelength, altering the phase difference between the paths at their intersection.  At 
the intersection, the beams can either go directly to photon detectors D1 and D2 (this 
is called "open configuration"), or a second, optional, beam splitter BS2 can be 
inserted so both beams go 50-50 to both detectors ("closed configuration").  The 
device is designed so that, with both phase shifters set to zero, the two optical path 
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lengths to D1 (the number of complete wavelengths, after accounting for phase 
changes at interfaces) are equal, while the two optical path lengths to D2 differ by 
half a wavelength.   
 In open configuration, 50% of the incident light goes to each detector, 
regardless of phase shift settings.   
 In closed configuration at zero phase shifts, all the light goes to D1 and none 
to D2, demonstrating wave interference.  Variations in either phase then further 
demonstrate interference:  As the phase difference f1-f2 increases, more and more 
light goes to D2 until, when the phase difference is half a wavelength, all the light 
goes to D2 and none to D1.      
 But what if the incident "beam" is one photon?  Does it split at BS1?  In open 
configuration, the photon registers randomly at D1 or D2 (never both).  So the 
photon solves its dilemma at BS1 by registering at each detector with 50% 
probability.   
 But in closed configuration, with phase shifters set to zero, every photon 
registers at D1.  This is odd because each photon must "know" both path lengths in 
order to "know" that the path difference is set for constructive interference at D1 and 
destructive at D2.  If we now varyf1-f2, we find that the probability of registering at 
D1 varies sinusoidally (Fig. 2), as expected if photons are waves in fields.  More 
importantly, these outcomes depend only on path length differences.  So each photon 
is sensitive to both path lengths.  Realistically, each photon follows both paths.   
 
   
Figure 2.  Evidence of quantum superposition in the experiment of Fig. 1.  The 
outcomes depend only on the difference between the two separated phase shifters.    
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 Furthermore, we must conclude that each photon travels both paths even when 
the configuration is open, because a photon inside the interferometer cannot "know" 
before reaching the crossing whether BS2 is present or absent.  The photon is simply 
an EM field that spreads along both paths regardless of what lies ahead.   
 Long GuiLu et. al.33 have dissected the anatomy of each branch of a single 
superposed quantum, massively violating the non-realist's injunction against asking 
what a quantum is doing when it’s not being measured.  They performed and 
analyzed an experiment in which the insertion or removal of BS2 occurs while both 
branches of the superposition pass through the crossing point.  The analysis is 
couched in pointedly realistic language.  It assumes the single photon has a "realistic 
existence rather than just [a] mathematical description," treating it as an extended 
lump of EM field that exists in both interferometer branches, with each branch of 
the superposition having a real existence.  The ingenious implementation allows BS2 
to be inserted at any of 16 times between 0 (when the photon's front end arrives at 
the crossing) and T (when the back end arrives).  The experiment slices each photon 
into four "sub-waves" comprising the photon's "front" and "rear" portions in each of 
the two superposed beams.  The experimental results agree with calculations based 
on the real existence of all four sub-waves.   
 
VI.  ENTANGLEMENT AND NONLOCALITY 
 
 Although quantum nonlocality is counter-intuitive, it should come as no 
surprise.  Beginning with Planck's announcement of the quantum of energy, both 
theory and experiment have suggested a uniquely quantum instantaneous 
coordination over spatially extended regions.  Many have remarked on the resulting 
quantum "wholeness."34, 35  Section III argued that every quantum is a spatially 
extended field.  If a photon occupies any volume larger than zero, then Planck's 
hypothesis implies it must be created or destroyed simultaneously everywhere, 
implying distant correlations that can change instantaneously.  Einstein's 1927 
remark noted this.  Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen recognized it again in their 1935 
"EPR" paper,36 which first revealed the "spooky action at a distance"37 that can occur 
between widely separated quanta.   
 Quantum physics postulates that the Hilbert space of a composite system 
comprising two or more individual quanta is the tensor product of the Hilbert spaces 
for the component systems.  If two quanta A and B are in states |A1> and  |B1>, 
respectively, in their own Hilbert space, then the composite system AB is in the 
product state |A1>|B1> in the product space.  An interesting thing happens to such 
product states when A and B interact.  Their post-interaction state is usually no 
longer factorable into the product of a term depending only on A and a term 
depending only on B.  We'll study an example below.  Such non-factorable states 
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are said to be "entangled."  Theory implies, and experiments verify, that the 
entanglement persists long after A and B have separated (Figure 3).  As Fig. 3 
suggests, entangled pairs are highly unified across an arbitrarily large separation.   
 
         
Figure 3.  When two quanta interact, they typically entangle, a condition that persists 
even after they separate.  Figure suggested by Nick Herbert's Quantum Reality 
(Anchor Press, New York, 1985).    
 
 EPR were the first to note that entangled states behave nonlocally.  For a 
composite system AB, this means any modification of A's state (such as 
measurement or change of phase) is instantaneously correlated with measurement 
outcomes for B that differ from what they would have been without the modification, 
regardless of the subsystems' separation.  B "knows" A's condition.  EPR used this 
predicted but counter-intuitive nonlocality to argue that quantum theory needed to 
be "completed."  In EPR's opinion, "No reasonable definition of reality could be 
expected to permit this," but there was no experimental evidence either way.  It 
wasn't until 1964 that John Bell suggested an experimental setup, along with a 
mathematical criterion called "Bell's inequality," to determine whether entangled 
systems really behave nonlocally.38  John Clauser,39 Alain Aspect,40 and others then 
conducted experiments investigating entangled quanta, culminating in 
demonstrations of nonlocality across great distances 41  and experiments which 
simultaneously closed all loopholes in previous experiments.42, 43, 44 
 Beyond any reasonable doubt, Bell's inequality, and therefore "local realism," 
fails.  This means outcomes of measurements on entangled subsystems are not fully 
determined by real properties (such as quantum states) carried along "locally" by 
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subsystems.  Either subsystems are instantaneously influenced by distant events, or 
some properties (such as quantum states) of subsystems do not objectively exist.  It’s 
to quantum theory's great credit that it correctly predicts this result.   
 So we must either accept nonlocality, or grant that some subsystem properties 
are not objectively real, or both.  Groblacher et. al. claim to show experimentally 
that realism, not locality, fails,45 but Aspect points out that "despite Groblacher's 
work, this question remains a matter of personal preference, not of logical deduction, 
because nonlocal models are still consistent with Groblacher's results."46   
 In 1990 two independent groups, Rarity and Tapster47 and Ou, Zou, Wang, 
and Mandel, 48  performed enlightening experimental investigations of pairs of 
momentum-entangled photons.  Figure 4 shows the layout for these "RTO" (for 
Rarity, Tapster, and Ou) experiments.  The source uses a process called "parametric 
down-conversion" to create pairs of photons A and B in the pure state 
 
 |Y> = (|A1>|B1> + |A2>|B2>)/√2,      (2) 
 
an entangled state of AB.  In this state, A moves along two paths from the source to 
detectors A1/A2, while B moves along two paths from the source to detectors B1/B2.  
The experiment amounts to two back-to-back interferometer experiments (Fig. 1) 
but with the first beam splitter on each side located inside the source.  However, it's 
more fruitful to consider the composite system AB as a single "atom of light" 
superposed along two 'bi-photon paths":  the solid path linking A1 and B1 and the 
dashed path linking A2 and B2.  Phase shifters can vary each photon's phase.  Each 
photon encounters a beam splitter that combines the two beams before detection.   
 
Figure 4.  Layout of the RTO experiments.  
 
 Entanglement changes everything.  Unlike the simple experiment of Fig. 1, 
neither photon interferes with itself.  Both detectors register phase-independent 50-
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50 mixtures of outcomes 1 and 2.  That is, neither photon has a phase of its own.  It's 
remarkable:  One changes fA, altering one of A's path lengths, and nothing changes 
at A1/A2.   
 Interference shows up only in the correlations between A and B.  With both 
phase shifters set to zero, the two photons are perfectly correlated:  If A registers at 
A1, B registers at B1, and similarly for A2 and B2.  That's surprising, and manifestly 
nonlocal.  Without the beam-splitters, we would find perfect correlations simply 
because of momentum conservation.  But with the beam splitters, the perfect 
correlation is manifestly nonlocal, regardless of Bell's theorem and regardless of any 
questions about whether either photon, or the composite system AB, has a real 
quantum state of its own.  Each beam splitter operates perfectly randomly.  How 
does B "know" which detector A "chooses"?  Entanglement causes this, and it's 
obviously nonlocal.  At zero phase settings, the bi-photon is in a superposition of the 
solid and dashed paths, and nature chooses just one of these.  One could regard either 
photon as a "which-path detector" for the other photon (Section VII).  As it happens, 
the outcomes at zero phase settings do not violate Bell's inequality, because the 
perfect correlation can also be achieved classically simply by removing the beam 
splitters.  Yet, with the beam splitters in place, it's clearly nonlocal.   
 Varying the phase shifters produces further wonders, calculatable from 
standard QP.  The experiment has four possible single-trial outcomes:  the 
"correlated" outcomes (A1,B1) and (A2,B2), and the "anti-correlated" outcomes 
(A1,B2) and (A2,B1).  An optical path analysis similar to the analysis of Fig. 1 
predicts the following probabilities: 49 
 
 P(correlated) = P((A1,B1) or (A2,B2)) = 1/2[1 + cos(fB - fA)] 
 
 P(anticorrelated) = P((A1,B2) or (A2,B1)) = 1/2[1 - cos(fB - fA)]. 
 
The overall "degree of correlation," defined as P(correlated) - P(anticorrelated), is 
simply cos(fB - fA) (Fig. 5).  The experiment confirms this standard QP prediction.  
The graph violates Bell's inequality and thus implies the failure of local realism at 
all phase differences other than 0, π/2, π, 3π/2, and 2π.   
 As in Fig. 2, the degree of correlation varies with either phase shifter.  Thus, 
just as Fig. 2 showed the photon of Fig. 1 is superposed along both paths 1 and 2, 
Fig. 5 shows the bi-photon of Fig. 4 is superposed along both the solid and dashed 
paths.  Such an entangled superposition is the essence of nonlocality.  Table I 
compares the simple superposition of Fig. 1 with the entangled superposition of Fig. 
4, at five different phase angle differences.  The contrasts and similarities are 
striking:  The single photon's measured state shows phase-dependent interference.  
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But the entangled bi-photon shows no single-photon interference, no evidence that 
either photon interferes with itself.  Instead, only correlations between the two 
single-photon states show phase-dependent interference.   
  
Figure 5.  Nonlocal interference in the RTO experiment.  The degree of correlation 
between A and B varies as a function of the nonlocal phase difference fB - fA.    
  
Table I.  Comparison between a simple superposition (Fig. 1) and an entangled superposition (Fig. 
4).  In Fig. 1, the single photon's measured state varies with phase.  In Fig. 4, the correlation 
between single-photon states varies with phase.    
 Simple superposition Entangled superposition of two sub-systems   
f State of photon fB - fA State of each photon Correlation between photons 
0 100% 1, 0% 2 0 50-50 1 or 2 100% corr, 0% anti  
π/4 71% 1, 29% 2 π/4 50-50 1 or 2 71% corr, 29% anti  
π/2 50% 1, 50%2 π/2 50-50 1 or 2 50% corr, 50% anti  
3π/4 29% 1, 71% 2 3π/4 50-50 1 or 2 29% corr, 71% anti  
π 0% 1, 100% 2 π 50-50 1 or 2 0% corr, 100% anti  
 
 Einstein's phrase "spooky action at  distance" referred to nonlocality.  But 
nonlocality is really spooky correlations at a distance; there is no "action" by A on 
B.  The composite system AB is a single quantum, not two.  Nature maintains the 
unity of this object via correlations, not by actions between parts.    
 Alain Aspect was the first to close the "signaling loophole" for entangled 
quanta.  The loophole is that a signal might be transmitted from A to B, in which 
case their cooperation could be due to normal causality rather than nonlocality.  
According to special relativity (SR), such a causal signal must travel at light speed 
or less.  Aspect showed experimentally that the correlated pairs of events were space-
like separated, and so could not be connected by a causal signal (Ref. 40).   
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 Can entanglement enable superluminal communication and thus violate SR?  
The answer is "no" because state measurements at A and B yield 50-50 mixtures 
regardless of phase setting.  Neither A nor B can obtain any information from such 
a mixture, unless they know the other station's state.  In fashioning nonlocally-
connected quanta, nature carefully avoided violating SR.   
 As discussed above, the RTO experiment is manifestly nonlocal.  Alain 
Aspect puts it this way:   
 
Entanglement is definitely a feature going beyond any spacetime description à la 
Einstein:  a pair of entangled photons must be considered a single global object, that 
we cannot consider as made of individual objects separated in spacetime with well-
defined properties.50 
 
 What can we say about the individual photons A and B?  Looking at Fig. 4, 
one might guess both are in superposition states.  The plus sign in Eq. (2) also seems 
to imply each subsystem is superposed.  But this is not true:  If one assumes A to be 
in a superposed state a|A1>+b|A2>, one soon finds that Eq. (2) implies either a=0 
or b=0.51  The bi-photon is superposed, but neither photon is superposed.  This has 
important implications for the measurement problem (Section VII).   
 The standard way to make predictions about one subsystem of a composite 
system AB in a pure state |Y> is to form the density operator  
 
 r = |Y> <Y|          (3) 
 
for AB and calculate its trace over a complete set of states of the other subsystem.52  
The result is the "reduced density operator" for A, from which one can correctly 
calculate the expectation values of operators acting in A's subspace.  For the 
composite state |Y> of Eq. (2) one calculates the reduced density operators  
 
 rA = (|A1><A1| + |A2><A2|)/2,      (4) 
 
 rB = (|B1><B1| + |B2><B2|)/2.      (5) 
 
But these are simply 1/2 times the identity operators in each subsystem's Hilbert 
space!  They correctly predict the experimental outcomes of Table I (50-50 chance 
of 1 or 2), but each operator could be expressed in the same way in every basis of 
the subsystem's Hilbert space.  For example, another way to express Eq. (4) is  
 
 rA = (|A3><A3| + |A4><A4|)/2,      (6) 
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where |A3> and |A4> are any other pair of orthonormal vectors in A's subspace.  
The outcomes are entirely dependent on the measurement basis and chance.  Every 
vector in A's subspace is an eigenvector of rA, with eigenvalue 1/2, so A is "in" every 
state simultaneously!  In other words, A doesn't have a state of its own.  
Nevertheless, when A is measured, its state will be "found" to be an eigenstate of 
the measuring device with 50-50 probability.   
 To summarize, there is no reason to doubt that nonlocality is real and is 
correctly predicted by QP.  In fact, nonlocality is just what one should expect given 
Planck's hypothesis.  Nonlocality experiments offer no reason to doubt the reality of 
quantum states, or to agree with QBism's claim (Section I) that "there is no 
nonlocality in QP."  Even though subsystems lose their individual states when they 
become fully entangled, the entangled composite system forms a more unified whole 
and there's no reason to doubt its state (Eq. (2)) is physically real; in fact the RTO 
experiment confirms its existence.  There are no logical contradictions or 
disagreements with SR or with standard QP in any of this.    
 
VII.  THE MEASUREMENT PROBLEM 
 
 Measurement is the grand-daddy of the presumed quantum paradoxes.53  The 
problem is to understand whether and how superpositions, when measured, collapse 
to one definite outcome.   
 Following von Neumann's 1932 analysis, 54  consider a qubit (a two-state 
quantum) A in a 50-50 superposition 
 
 |y> = (|A1> + |A2>)/√2        (7) 
 
where the |Ai> (i=1,2) are eigenstates of some observable.  By definition, a 
"measurement" of that observable is a detection of a specific eigenvalue A1 or A2.  
Since the detector D must distinguish between the |Ai>, it must interact with the 
states |Ai> in macroscopically distinguishable ways.  Thus the detector must have 
macroscopically distinguishable quantum states |Di> corresponding to the two 
possible measurement outcomes.  Suppose D measures A when A is in an eigenstate 
|Ai>.  Then by definition D transitions to |Di>.  A transitions to some state |a i > 
determined by A's interaction with D.  This measurement can be summarized as 
 
 |Ai> |ready>      |a i > |Di>  (i=1,2)      (8) 
 
where |ready> denotes D's pre-measurement state.  It then follows from the linearity 
of QP that measurement causes |y> to evolve as  
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 |y> |ready>    (|a 1> |D1> + |a 2> |D2>)/√2    (9) 
 
So measurement entangles the measured system with its detector, implying A and D 
are nonlocally correlated.  This is not surprising--Einstein noted it at the 1927 Solvay 
Conference.  It's the key to understanding measurement.   
 Laboratory measurement devices are usually constructed so as to disturb the 
measured quantum as little as possible.  This amounts to leaving eigenstates 
undisturbed in Eq. (8), in which case Eq. (9) becomes 
 
 |y> |ready>          (|A1> |D1> + |A2> |D2>)/√2    (10) 
 
 The measurement problem is then to understand how the entangled state  
 
 |F> = (|A1> |D1> + |A2> |D2>)/√2      (11) 
 
entails collapse to one definite outcome.  |F> seems paradoxical, in two distinct 
ways.  First, it appears to be a superposition in which the macroscopic detector 
simultaneously indicates D1 and D2.  Macroscopic superpositions are possible but 
difficult to create55 and certainly a macroscopic detector could not be superposed as 
easily as the process described above.  More fundamentally, a detector that doesn't 
indicate definite (non-superposed) outcomes is no detector at all.   
 Erwin Schrodinger famously dramatized this "problem of definite outcomes" 
by imagining A was a radioactive atom and D a radioactive decay detector connected 
to a device that would kill a cat when the atom decayed.  At the atom's half-life, the 
state of the composite system would be |F>, which looks like a superposition of an 
alive and dead cat.56   
 The second way |F> is paradoxical is that the time evolution indicated in Eq. 
(10) can be attained via the "unitary evolution" described by Schrodinger's equation.  
Such a state is "reversible," i.e. it could in principle evolve unitarily back into the 
pre-measurement situation.  Thus |F> cannot represent the conclusion of the 
measurement, because measurements end with a thermodynamically irreversible 
macroscopic mark.   
 The solution of the first issue isn't difficult when viewed from the perspective 
of nonlocality.  As we saw in Section VI, entangled subsystems are not themselves 
superposed.  The entangled quantum is in a phase-independent mixture of outcomes 
in every choice of basis.  Analysts have criticized this "basis ambiguity" because it 
implies |F> does not define specific possible outcomes |Di>.57  But we saw the 
answer to this puzzle in Section VI:  The detector D defines the basis of measurement.  
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For example, in Schrodinger's imagined experiment, D must be designed to 
distinguish between the undecayed and decayed states of the nucleus.    
 The RTO outcome (Table I) shows that |F> is not a paradoxical superposition 
of single-system (or "local") states, but rather a non-paradoxical superposition of 
correlations between local states.  To put this another way:  phase modifications 
have no effect on either subsystem; they modify only the correlations between 
subsystems.  So in Schrodinger's example, |F> does not represent a superposition 
of two states of a cat; it represents instead a superposition of two correlations 
between states of the cat and states of the nucleus:  An undecayed nucleus is 
correlated with an alive cat, AND a decayed nucleus is correlated with a dead cat 
("AND" indicates the superposition).  This is not paradoxical, even though one of 
the subsystems is macroscopic.  To put this differently, there is no paradox in stating 
that D1 occurs every time A1 occurs, AND D2 occurs every time A2 occurs.   
 One reason the measurement problem has been so troublesome is that |F> is 
the general entangled state |Y> of Eq. (2) at zero phase angle because measurements 
must occur at perfect correlation.  For this reason, measurement analysts don't 
ordinarily consider phase alterations of |F>.  But only phase alterations can reveal 
|F>'s true identity as a superposition of correlations rather than a superposition of 
local states.  Thus, entanglement experiments such as RTO are crucial for 
understanding measurement.   
 |F> represents just what we want:  non-superposed subsystems with  perfect 
correlations between them.  The superposition can be stated as follows:  A exhibits 
outcome A1 if and only if D exhibits outcome D1, AND A exhibits A2 if and only 
if D exhibits D2.  Both correlations exist simultaneously.  This is not paradoxical.   
 Note that this solution entails a re-interpretation of product states.  |A1>|B1> 
means "|A1> is perfectly correlated with |B1>," i.e. "A is in |A1> if and only if B is 
in |B1>;"  it does not mean "A is in local state |A1> and B is in local state |B1>."  
This re-interpretation of the physical meaning of product states follows from both 
quantum experiments and standard quantum theory.   
 Turning to the second apparent paradox, how does |F> evolve into a single 
irreversible macroscopically recorded outcome?  As a specific example, consider the 
single-photon interferometer experiment of Fig. 1, without BS2.  After passing 
through BS1, the photon (call it "A") is in the superposition Eq. (7).  Approaching 
the detector D1/D2, the photon's two branches couple with D1/D2 in a von Neumann 
measurement process to convert the superposition into the entangled state |F> 
which, as we know, is not paradoxical.   
 At the instant of entanglement, A collapses to form local mixtures of A and D 
(Eqs. (4) and (5)) that are nonlocally entangled across the distance from D1 to D2 
(as Einstein noted, nonlocal correlations are required for this).  Instantaneously, the 
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description of the process jumps from the "simple superposition" of Table I to the 
"entangled superposition."  This jump is the collapse.  Equation (4) predicts that the 
photon will be detected in a mixture of outcomes A1 and A2, with no basis ambiguity 
because the photon's state is defined by the specific detector D with which it’s 
entangled.  This mixture correctly predicts the outcome, a random 50-50 choice that 
cannot be further analyzed because such an analysis would amount to a predicted 
outcome, which according to QP is unpredictable.   
 When nature chooses a single outcome, the corresponding detector must 
register and the other detector must simultaneously not register (Einstein's point).  
Fuwa et al have verified experimentally "that when a photon collapses to the point 
of interaction, something real happens at every other point--points from which the 
photon vanished."58  Without nonlocal entanglement, instantaneous collapse and 
measurement would be impossible.  All the pieces (extended field quanta, 
indeterminacy, superposition, entanglement, non-locality, measurement) fit together 
self-consistently.   
 To register the result macroscopically, the photon excites a single electron in 
either D1 or D2 that in turn triggers a many-electron avalanche and a detectable 
electric current.  The detection details are different for different detectors, but all 
involve amplification based on a many-body avalanche that cannot be reversed in 
practice because each trial is complex, unique, and random.  Such processes can only 
be described statistically and are what the second law of thermodynamics is all 
about.  Although each microscopic detail is unitary and hence reversible, any 
practical description must become irreversible because it’s not practical to follow all 
the details.  For all practical purposes (FAPP), 59  entropy increases and unitary 
evolution breaks down.  This question of reconciling the second law with reversible 
microscopic motion has existed since Boltzmann's day.60  In other words, at this 
point our task of explaining quantum measurement is finished.   
 Why has measurement been so hard to fathom?  For one thing, nonlocality 
was neither understood nor accepted until well after Aspect's experiment in 1982.  
Nonlocality has been in the air since 1927 and is written all over QP, but until 
recently it's been invoked only as a criticism of QP.  By the time nonlocality was 
accepted, most experts were convinced the measurement problem was unsolvable 
and had branched out to fix this conundrum by modifying or re-interpreting QP.  To 
further confuse matters, most experts assumed quantum states and nonlocality are 
not physically real.    
 Some of the confusion arises from misunderstanding what measurements are 
about.  John von Neumann set the tone for future analyses (Ref 54).  His terms such 
as "observer," "apparatus," and "measurement" presumed the discussion was about 
laboratory operations and created the misconception that human consciousness has 
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something to do with QP.  John Bell, for one, railed against this notion in his 
impassioned last paper "Against Measurement" (Ref. 59). 
 But a "measurement" should be defined as any process in which a quantum 
phenomenon causes a macroscopic change.  We can set up such processes in the 
laboratory but they occur far more often in nature, as when a cosmic ray strikes and 
moves a sand grain on Mars.  Broadly, the measurement problem asks why the 
macroscopic world behaves as it does, given that the universe is governed by QP.  
This paper does not solve the problem with anything like this generality.  Laboratory 
experiments can help sort out this problem, but QP is not merely about experiments.  
Like any other physical science, QP is about nature.   
 
VIII.  CONCLUSION 
 
 Analysis of the more controversial quantum foundational issues, namely 
quantization, field-particle duality, randomness, superposition, nonlocality, and 
measurement, shows a realistic reading of standard QP is consistent with the 
experimental facts.  Thus, we aren't compelled to adopt a non-realistic view of QP, 
or a formulation that includes non-standard entities such as other worlds, hidden 
variables, special collapse mechanisms, or human minds.  Standard QP is consistent 
with the scientific view as it has been known since Copernicus, namely that nature 
exists on its own and science's goal is to understand its operating principles, which 
are independent of humans.   
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